The airborne and spaceborne SAR system are not universal access to a large area due to its higher cost and harsh demand conditions. This paper presents a vehicle millimeter wave SAR system. According to the features and application needs of the platform, this system uses range migration algorithm (RMA). Firstly, the system uses dechirping algorithm to deal with every echo. Then, we derive the two-dimensional frequency domain expression of the echo whose residual video phase (RVP) has been compensated and then analogize it to the spatial frequency domain to calculate the spatial frequency domain expression. Finally we complete the location reconstruction of the target. Due to the fan-shaped distribution of the signal distribution in the spatial frequency domain, there will be a large error if we reconstruct the location of the target directly. In this paper, we use stolt interpolation to turn the fan-shaped distribution into a rectangular distribution and the specific interpolation step is given. We also simulate the algorithm proposed in this paper. Finally, we use the vehicle millimeter wave SAR system to image for the actual scenario and the focusing effect of the image results is good to meet the demand. So the system can be applied to a variety of areas.
Introduction
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an active electromagnetic wave imaging sensors which can obtain the radar images in the target area. With the characteristic of all-time and all-weather, SAR has been widely used in the areas of monitoring the marine resources, regulating the terrain and measuring the target and so on. These applications are mainly based on airborne platform or spaceborne platform [7] , whose characteristics are high grazing angle, strong target echo energy, stable platform and high movement speed. In this way, it is relatively easy to obtain the high-resolution SAR images. With the acceleration of the national construction, the regulation of rivers and lakes has become more and more important. But the higher cost of the airborne and spaceborne SAR system, especially the good landing conditions for the airborne platform causes that it is not universal access to a large area. So the development of the vehicle SAR system is imminent. For the vehicle platform, due to its self-limited conditions, the grazing angle is small and the movement speed is slow, which all make it more difficult to obtain high-resolution SAR images.
This paper proposes a vehicle millimeter wave SAR system and researches the high-resolution imaging algorithm. The absolute band of millimeter wave is wide and antenna beam is narrow, so its anti-jamming ability is strong [6] . Millimeter wave also has strong ability through the smoke, fog, ash and dust, so it has good weather capability. The millimeter-wave system is easy to be highly integrated due to its small size and light weight, so it is applicable to the vehicle platform.
RMA and Stolt Interpolation
As RMA reconstructs the original position of the target without any approximation, so it can be applied to a variety of situations in theory, but the subsequent interpolation operation will greatly increase the computation [1, 2, 3] . For the vehicle SAR system which demands lower in real-time, RMA is more suitable for this kind of platform.
If the radar system transmits chirp signal, the echo of a point target can be expressed as: R is the original distance between the radar and the target, a V is the lateral movement speed of the radar.
In order to reduce the amount of data of the system, we firstly use dechirping algorithm to process the echo signal, which uses a reference signal with a fixed reference distance and the same frequency and modulation frequency of the transmitted signal to do the difference frequency treatment. If the reference distance is 
In the above formula, the fourth phase term is a residual phase introduced by the dechirping process which is called the residual video phase (RVP) and we must compensate RVP in the subsequent process to avoid the image defocus.
We can perform the Fourier transform in the range direction based on principle of stationary phase. The range frequency domain expression is as the follow formula and 1 A is the constant term. We can use a correction factor
to multiply the follow formula to complete the compensation of RVP.
For the range frequency domain signal, we also can perform the Fourier transform in the azimuth direction based on principle of stationary phase in the same way to obtain the two dimension frequency domain signal expression as follows. 2 A is the constant and () rr Wf is the range spectral envelope and () aa Wf is the azimuth spectral envelope.
So far we get the two dimension spectrum of the echo after dechirping process . Now, we deduce RMA for reconstructing the original position of the target. We ignore the concept of wavenumber and analyze the algorithm directly [1] . The wavenumber of a target can be expressed as follows and K is the wavenumber.
Considering the single-frequency signal, the fundamental frequency echo for n point targets is:
If we use the radar position x as the independent variable, the above formula can be showed as:
In the formula,
Rx is the distance between the radar and the target. We obtained the echo Doppler spectrum by changing the echo from time domain to the Doppler domain above, in the same way, we can change the echo from the wavenumber domain to the spatial frequency domain to obtain the wavenumber spectrum. So: 
If the radar transmits the chirp signal and the echo has been processed by the dechirping algorithm. Also, RVP has been filtered, so the echo expression can be written as: Finally, the signal becomes:
After an inverse Fourier transform, we can reconstruct the geometric position of the target. In conclusion, the whole algorithm flow [5] is shown in Fig. 1 . 
Algorithm Simulation and Test
Next, we proceed RMA simulation and the simulation parameters are set as Table 1 . The point targets are set as Fig. 2 . In the figure, there are nine point targets and the X axis represents the centerline of the image scene. The square point is the centered goal. The imaging results are shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3-(a) is the results of no interpolation and Fig. 3-(b) is the results of interpolation. As can be seen from the figure, the two figures all can restore the target information, but the target of the interpolated one focus better. Fig. 3-(c) and Fig. 3-(d) are the azimuth sectional figure, we can see that the interpolated target has narrower main lobes and lower side lobes, so the target focuses better. This algorithm was applied to the vehicle millimeter wave SAR system whose parameters were the same with the simulation parameters. The imaging experiment was proceeded in Sanchaji Bridge Changsha. We used the fullaperture data to image and stitched every child image in sequence. The image results obtained were as Fig. 5 . Figure. 5-(a) is the SAR image obtained from the vehicle SAR system using RMA and Fig. 5-(b) is the optical image downloaded from the google map. We can see from the SAR image that it had a higher resolution and showed the main features of the image region and preferably reconstructed the object information. The SAR image corresponded to the characteristics of the vehicle platform: low grazing angle and little echo energy. So some features of the image region can't be fully rendered, but the main goals like road lights, riverbank, river boats in the image have a clear outline and a good focusing effect.
Conclusion
This paper presents a vehicle millimeter wave SAR system. Based on the platform characteristics, we choose RMA with the stolt interpolation to image. We proceeded the detailed analysis and simulation for the algorithm and we also carried through the imaging test. The results showed that the system is able to reconstruct the main information of objects in the imaging area. So, the system has a strong practical effect. Consequently, this vehicle millimeter wave SAR system has a very broad application prospect in the field of supervising the rivers and lakes and monitoring the resource and so on.
